Hello Professor Stuart Phillips. Thank you for the great opportunity you've given. You’re considered by the scientific community one of the top experts in the metabolism of proteins.

1. We know that protein synthesis is the key mechanism for hypertrophy. There are possibilities of maximizing protein synthesis that go beyond protein needs?

The two biggest things that affect muscle protein synthesis (MPS) are loading (lifting weights) and protein. The influence of the two are synergistic – they do more than just add together. However, the biggest of those two is loading. Don’t lift? There isn’t any amount of protein that will help!

2. Assuming for a convention protein need equal to 2 g / kg of bodyweight in high-calorie diet, protein cycling with high, low and equal to 2g daily amount could be helpful? If yes, is it also true in low-calorie diet?

I like to recommend consuming at least 1.3-1.4 g/kg/d protein and I think there are incrementally smaller benefits up to perhaps as much as 2g/kg/d. Beyond that, when you’re in energy surplus or maintenance, then you canmost definitely east more but I don’t think it does anything for muscle growth or protein metabolism. When in an energy deficit you can eat more protein to try and reduce muscle loss but it’s muscle contraction (lifting) that is a MUCH more powerful stimulus to hang onto muscle. I like to think that 2.4-2.5 g/kg/d even in a deep energy deficit will do the job - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25014731

3. How much can last protein synthesis in time? I explain: periods of fasting and "insulin rest" necessarily mean zero protein synthesis?

The effect of contraction in stimulating MPS is long-lasting, but gets shorter with training. We talk about a ‘window’ that can last as long as 24-48h in novices but is perhaps only 12-24h in experienced lifters – see here for a great review http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25739559

4. Are there some "tricks" to speed up our metabolism by proteins?

Protein is most satiating nutrient and it also has a high ‘thermic’ effect – that is there’s a large rise in energy expenditure when we eat it. I don’t think there are any ‘tricks’ but certain proteins – like whey – tend to have a greater thermic effect - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21228266

5. In compiling a diet for women, we have to consider the same guidelines of a man?

Men may be from Mars and women from Venus, but we’re the same species! Biologically, when it comes to gaining muscle there are not many differences between men and women so far as I am concerned. After puberty boy and girls diverge no doubt, but once we’re fully grown adults men and women grow muscle and gain strength in a very similar fashion - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15947721

6. Also for the female, the manipulation of protein can help to improve the body condition (cellulite, thighs, hips) that often plague women?

OK, to be clear there’s no such thing as cellulite, but fat in the regions (thigh, hips buttocks) where women tend to accumulate fat are best targeted for loss with higher protein, resistance exercise, and higher dairy in my view. Our work in this area showed that women who consumed higher protein when exercising 7d/wk (lifting weights 2d/wk) lsot more fat and retained muscle (in fact gained muscle) when they had a higher protein diet from dairy sources: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21775530

7. How much body composition with more or less muscles affects the amount of protein?

Our latest estimates - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25056502 - of the protein doses necessary to maximally stimulate MPS is 0.25 g body weight/kg/meal or about the same dose when normalized to lean body mass.

8. The ability to "building" muscle is limited. Approximately exercise must allow the super compensation and reconstruction, neither too much, nor too little. Is it possible, in some way, to estimate the ability of "reconstruction" and the magnitude of what creates this need by limiting the (almost) infinite variables?

I think it’s not possible to make too many claims for superiority of certain exercise programs over another. Your muscles only understand when they are being stressed, how much they are stressed, and that recovery is needed. How you order that, it more art than science. So all the people who say there are infinite variables that can change the response are, I think, kidding themselves. We’ve done nowhere near enough research for people to start claiming superiority of one form of training over another. So the degree of “reconstruction” (what I call recovery) is relative and affected by a number of things, but what? I don’t know.

9. If the anabolic capacity is limited, training more some muscles couldn’t be a good thing because demand would be higher compared to anabolic capacity. So on that basis, limiting work to one side to favor from another side can be a productive decision or is there a limit for local capacities?

Yes, sometimes less is more and better. It’s not necessary to always overload your muscles all the time. As you get older people understand this mantra better – training ‘smarter’ not harder!

10. Cortisol levels in the morning or after training. How to fear for maximizing hypertropy?

Absolutely nothing! Making hormonal measures at rest and thinking they mean anything for hypertrophy is a fools dream… don’t waste your money!

11. In a low-calorie diet the caloric amount is low, but protein amount is high. The proteins then act as savers of other nutrients, leaving little extra for other essential activities. The little extras can be exploited with a workout "calibrated" for this? if so, what guidelines?

I don’t think protein in an energy deficit ‘saves’ other nutrients. I do like to emphasize nutrient-dense protein sources - http://ajcn.nutrition.org/content/101/6/1346S.long - so that nutrients come from the diet and not a pill.

